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Les Houches winter workshop (2003)

Learning the cavity method from Marc Mezard, in 2003 in a winter session in Les Houches



Les Houches summer school (2006)
A distinguished professor2 young promising students

A notable 
visiting spouse  

during an 
"historic" 
moment 



Statistical physics of  colouring
Coloring = zero temperature behavior of an anti-ferromagnetic Potts model.

H =
�

<ij>

�(si, sj) si = 1, 2, . . . , q

Spin glass-like problem : The random graph plays the role of disorder 

Tree-like local structure of the graph: as N grows the neighborhood of a random 
vertex is almost surely a tree up to distance              . logc N

Cost function = Hamiltonian: 

Less trivial example



The space of solution of random 
Constraint satisfaction problems
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The Phase Space

Increasing average degree

(more constraints, less freedom)

[Zdeborova, FK ’07;  FK,  Montanari,  Ricci-Tersenghi,  Semerjian, & Zdeborová ’07] 



Many phase transitions
Average degree

cd(3) = 4, cd(4) = 8.35, cd(5) = 12.84

Clustering/Dynamic transition 
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd

Average degree

Log of Numbers  
of clusters

(divided by #variables)



Many phase transitions
Average degree

cd(3) = 4, cd(4) = 8.35, cd(5) = 12.84

Clustering/Dynamic transition 
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd

cc(3) = 4, cc(4) = 8.46, cc(5) = 13.23

Condensation transition  
  Entropy dominated by finite number of the largest states.

cc

cs(3) = 4.69, cs(4) = 8.90, cs(5) = 13.67

COL/UNCOL transition  
No more clusters, uncolorable phase

cs



Many phase transitions
Average degree

Average degree

Log of Numbers  
of clusters

(divided by #variables)
Log of Numbers needed 

to cover 99,99% of 
solutions

(divided by #variables)



Many phase transitions
Average degree
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Soft and Rigid clusters

cd cc cs
Two types of clusters are found

Soft or “unfrozen” clusters Rigid or “frozen” clusters

All variables are allowed at least two 
different colors in the cluster

A finite fraction of variables are allowed only 
one color in all solutions belonging to the cluster: 

we say that these variables “freeze” 

The set of solutions in a frozen cluster has a rigid backbone: 
A finite fraction of variables have the same values in all solutions  



Allowed colors in a  
frozen “rigid” cluster

Allowed colors in a  
unfrozen “soft” cluster



cd cc cs

cr

cd(3) = 4, cd(4) = 8.35, cd(5) = 12.84

Clustering/Dynamic transition 
The phase space splits into exponentially many states

cd

cc(3) = 4, cc(4) = 8.46, cc(5) = 13.23

Condensation transition  
  Entropy dominated by finite number of the largest states.

cc

cs(3) = 4.69, cs(4) = 8.90, cs(5) = 13.67

COL/UNCOL transition  
No more clusters, uncolorable phase

cs

cr(3) = 4.66, cr(4) = 8.83, cr(5) = 13.55

 Rigidity/Jamming transition  
Frozen variables appears in the dominating states.
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0

cr � q(log q + log log q + 1)

cq ⇥ 2q log q � log q � 12q log q

q log q

Asymptotic for large number of  colors

cd ⇡ q(log q + log log q + 1�O(1))

cK ⇡ 2q log q � log q � 2 log 2



Many rigorous confirmations over the last few years

Amin Coja-Oghlan (Frankfurt) Cris Moore
(Santa Fe)

Dimitris Achlioptas
(Santa Cruz)

Nike Sun
 (Berkeley)

Allan Sly
(Berkeley)

and
 many others…

Mike Molloy
(Toronto)



Algorithmic consequences 
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Arkless strategy for flood victims
You are on a rugged landscape

 that is being flooded
What to do?

Strategy 1: Build an ark !

Too long !
Need for an ark-less strategy!

[FK , Kurchan ’07] 



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

You are on a rugged landscape that is being flooded



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

Water goes up. When your toes are wet
 step back on the land!



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

And wait until your toes get wet again...



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

Sooner or later you’ll find yourself on a smaller 
island...



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

Then even a smaller one...



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

Until eventually you’ll drown (if you can’t swim!)



“Wet toes” algorithm
Arkless strategy for flood victims

Finally, all land will be flooded!



“Wet toes” algorithm and coloring
Add links one by one and use a local algorithm to solve contradictions

The algorithm works until the cluster disappears

cdyn. ccond. ccol.calgo.



The hard-field catastrophe
Consider a cluster with (a finite fraction 

of) frozen variables

With a finite probability, the whole 
cluster is killed!

Add a link at random



“Wet toes” algorithm and coloring
Add links one by one and use a local algorithm to solve contradictions

The algorithm works until the cluster disappears... and this happens when variables freeze!

cdyn. ccond. ccol.calgo.



Performance of  the “Wet toes” algorithm

 Goes beyond the dynamical and the condensation transitions for q=3 & 4
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Jamming = freezing

First order Transition Second order Transition

#blocked particles

Density0.64

#changes in the configuration
each time a particle is added

Density0.64

# of frozen variable in 
the cluster

#of changes in the 
configuration each time 

a link is added

connectivity connectivity



Energy landscapes 
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Energy landscapes

cd cfrozen cs[FK , Kurchan ’07; FK, Zdeborova ’08, ’10] 

Energy Landscapes

Increasing average degree 
(more constraints, less freedom)



Descent algorithms work just fine so far!

cd cfrozen cs[FK , Kurchan ’07; FK, Zdeborova ’08, ’10] 



Energy landscapes

cd cfrozen cs[FK , Kurchan ’07; FK, Zdeborova ’08, ’10] 

Energy Landscapes

Increasing average degree 
(more constraints, less freedom)

Many local minima



Energy landscapes

cd cfrozen cs[FK , Kurchan ’07; FK, Zdeborova ’08, ’10] 
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Rigid solutions are hard to find

cd cfrozen cs[FK , Kurchan ’07; FK, Zdeborova ’08, ’10] 

Many polynomial algorithm works

Nothing works

Two major open problems: 
* Can one design an algorithm that find “rigid”,”frozen” or “jammed” solution? 
* Can one find a solution to q colouring for connectivity larger than q log(q)? 

(We tried rigorous algorithms, empirical ones, survey propagation, 

many clever and many stupid ideas & even quantum computing….)



Back to machine learning
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Energy landscapes

cd cfrozen cs

Energy Landscapes

Increasing average degree 
(more constraints, less freedom)

Smaller network



Energy landscapes

cd
cfrozen

Energy Landscapes

Larger network

ccapacity

"true" 
Interpolation  

threshold

Under-paramatrized

over-paramatrized



Energy landscapes

cd
cfrozen

Energy Landscapes

Larger network

ccapacity

"effective" 
Interpolation  

threshold

Under-paramatrized

over-paramatrized



Energy landscapes

“Double Descent” behaviour 
@ the algorithmic 

interpolation threshold



cd
cfrozen

Larger network

ccapacity

Other interesting ideas?

All solutions are connected in super-dupper-over-parameterized networks



cd
cfrozen

Larger network

ccapacity

Other interesting ideas?

All solutions are connected in super-dupper-over-parameterized networks

The set of  solutions can be complex: not all solutions should generalise well!

Recipe for bad solutions: 
1) Train your data with random labels until zero errors 
2)  Slowly put back the correct label, train to zero error 

This yield rare, very bad solutions!



cd
cfrozen

Larger network

ccapacity

Other interesting ideas?

All solutions are connected in super-dupper-over-parameterized networks

The set of  solutions can be complex: not all solutions should generalise well!

In CSP, the solution found by solver are very atypical one, is it the case for nn?



A word of  conclusionPhysics:
glasses
electron glasses
hard spheres…

Computer science:
constraint satisfaction 
problems

Information theory:
Error correcting codes

Statistics, inference and machine learning

Neural networks:
Hopfield model
Energy-based models 
Deep learning

Compressed sensing
Signal processing:

Finance



We want you in Switzerland!

Lenka and I are looking for talented postdocs & students in EPFL


